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Abstract—In high voltage, high power applications, multilevel inverters are preferred nowadays. But, the conventional 

multilevel topologies such as diode-clampedtopology, flying capacitor topology and cascaded topology have some 

disadvantages.Capacitor voltage balancing problem, increased number of power electronic devices,increased number of 

carrier waves in case of PWM, higher complexity in the switchingpulse generation are some of the issues associated with 

the multilevel inverters.Reversing voltage multilevel inverter topology discussed here eliminates the abovementioned 

disadvantages upto a certain extent. It requires less number of switcheswhen compared to conventional topology. Also, 

single carrier PWM is adopted here,which requires only a single carrier, thus reducing the complexity of switching 

pulsegeneration. Also, this circuit has a provision of increasing the number of levels andalso it can be implemented in 3 

phase. 

IndexTerms—Multilevel inverter, Reversing voltage topology, Single carrier PWM 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Inverter is a circuitry that changes direct current (DC) to alternating current (AC). The input voltage, output voltage and 

frequency, and overall power handling depend on the design of the specific device or circuitry. There are mainly 2 types of 

inverters: 

 Voltage source inverter (VSI) 

 Current source inverter (CSI) 

II. MULTILEVEL INVERTERS 

A relatively new class called multilevel inverters has gained widespread interest. The concept of multilevel converters was 

introduced in 1975. The concept ofutilizing multiple small voltage levels to perform power conversion was presented byan MIT 

researcher over thirty years ago [15], [16]. The term multilevel began with thethree level converter. Normal operation of CSIs and 
VSIs can be classified as two-levelinverters because the power switches connect to either the positive or the negative DCbus. If 

more than two voltage levels were available to the inverter output terminals, theAC output could better approximate a sine wave. 

For this reason multilevel inverters,although more complex and costly, offer higher performance. Compared with the 

traditionaltwo-level voltage converter, the primary advantage of multilevel converters istheir smaller output voltage step, which 

results in high power quality, lower harmoniccomponents, better electromagnetic compatibility, and lower switching losses. 

The three popular topologies in MLI are: 

 Neutral Point Clamped (NPC) Multi Level Inverter 

 Flying Capacitor (FC) MLI 

 Cascaded H-Bridge MLI 

The disadvantages of conventional topologies are: 

 Real power flow is difficult because of the capacitors’ imbalance problem. 

 Large number of capacitors are bulky and generally more expensive. 

 More number of semiconductor devices and DC sources. 

 Complex PWM technique adopted. 

III. REVERSING VOLTAGE (RV) MULTILEVELINVERTER 

In conventional multilevel inverters, the power semiconductor switches are combined to produce a high-frequency waveform in 

positive and negative polarities. However, there is no need to utilize all the switches for generating bipolar levels. This idea has 

been put into practice by the new topology. 

This topology is a hybrid multilevel topology which separates the output voltage into two parts. One part is named level 

generation part and is responsiblefor level generating in positive polarity. This part requires high-frequency switchesto generate the 

required levels. The switches in this part should have high-switchingfrequencycapability. 

The other part is called polarity generation part and is responsible for generatingthe polarity of the output voltage, which is the 

low-frequency part operating atline frequency. The RV topology in seven levels is shown in Fig.1: 

 Level generation part: This part constitutes high frequency switches. For a sevenlevel topology, six high frequency 

switches are used, named as 𝑆1 - 𝑆6 in Fig.1. For getting level 0, switches 𝑆2, 𝑆3 and  𝑆4 are turned on. For getting level 
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1& level 2, switches𝑆2, 𝑆3, 𝑆5 and 𝑆6, 𝑆2, 𝑆5 are turned on respectively. Similarlyfor getting level 3, switches 𝑆1 and 𝑆5 are 

turned on. In this way, different highfrequency switches are operated to get different levels in positive polarity. 

 Polarity generation part: This part constitutes low frequency switches. It isnothing but a full bridge inverter. The switches 

are named as 𝑆7 - 𝑆10 in Fig.1. In order to get aforementioned levels in positive polarity, switches 𝑆7 and𝑆10  are turned on. 

To get the levels in negative polarity, switches 𝑆8 and 𝑆9 areturned on. These switches are operated at fundamental 

frequency. 

The topology combines the two parts (high frequency and low frequency) to generate the multilevel voltage output. In order to 

generate a complete multileveloutput, the positive levels are generated by the high-frequency part (level generation),and then, this 

part is fed to a full-bridge inverter (polarity generation), which willgenerate the required polarity for the output. This will eliminate 

many of the semiconductorswitches which were responsible to generate the output voltage levels inpositive and negative polarities. 

This topology easily extends to higher voltage levels by duplicating the middle stage. Therefore, this topology is modular and 

can be easily increased to highervoltage levels by adding the middle stage. This topology uses isolated dc supplies.Therefore, it 

does not face voltage-balancing problems due to fixed dc voltage values.In comparison with a cascade topology, it requires just 
one-third of isolated powersupplies used in a cascade-type inverter. Another advantage of the topology is that itjust requires one 

carrier for SPWM controller, whereas SPWM for seven-level conventionalconverters consists of six carriers. The reason is that, 

according to Fig.1,the multilevel converter works only in positive polarity and does not generate negativepolarities. 

Therefore, it implements the multilevel inverter with a reduced number of carriers, which is a great achievement for inverter 

control. However, this topologyneeds three modulation signals which is easier to generate as opposed to the multicarriermodulation 

method which needs several high frequency carrier signals. 

 

Figure 1Schematic of a seven-level inverter in single phase 

IV. SWITCHING SEQUENCES 

Switching sequences in this converter are easier than its counter parts. According to its inherent advantages, it does not need to 

generate negative pulses fornegative cycle control. Thus, there is no need for extra conditions for controllingthe negative voltage. 

Instead, the reversing full-bridge converter performs this task,and the required level is produced by the high-switching-frequency 

component of theinverter. Then, this level is translated to negative or positive according to output voltagerequirements. 

In order to avoid unwanted voltage levels during switching cycles, the switching modes should be selected so that the switching 

transitions become minimalduring each mode transfer. This will also help to decrease switching power dissipation. 

According to the aforementioned suggestions, the sequences of switches (2,3,4), (2,3,5), (2,5,6), and (1,5) are chosen for levels 

0 up to 3, respectively. Theultimate output voltage level is the sum of voltage sources. 

V. SINGLE CARRIER SPWM (SC SPWM) 

In the proposed topolgy, SC SPWM is adopted for its simplicity. Reference signals in this method do not have any coincidence, 

and they have definite offset fromeach other. They are also in phase with each other. In order to produce seven levels bySPWM, 

single saw-tooth waveform for carrier and three sinusoidal reference signalsfor modulator are required as shown in Fig.2. 

According to Fig.2, threestates are considered: 

 State 1: The first state is when the upper modulating signal is within the carrier.The switching pulses for level 1 generation 

are obtained by comparing the carrierwith the upper modulating signal. 

 State 2: The second state is when the middle modulating signal is within thecarrier. The switching pulses for level 2 

generation are obtained by comparingthe carrier with the middle modulating signal. 

 State 3: Finally, the third state is when lower modulating signal is within thecarrier. The switching pulses for level 3 

generation are obtained by comparingthe carrier with the lower modulating signal. 

In each state, certain switching patterns are adopted to cover the voltage requirements.The number of switches in the path of 

conducting current also plays an important role in the efficiency of overall converter. The number of switches which conduct 
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current in the proposed topology ranges from four switches (for generating level 3) to five switches conducting for other levels, 

while two of the switches are from the low-frequency (polarity generation) component of the inverter. A seven-level cascade 

topology has 12 switches, and half of them, i.e., six switches, conduct the inverter current in each instance. Therefore, the number 

of switches in the proposed topology that conduct the circuit current is lower than that of the cascade inverter,and hence, it has a 

better efficiency. However, low-frequency polarity generation part drive signals are generated with the line frequency (50 Hz), and 

they only change atzero-voltage crossings. 

 

Figure 2SPWM carrier and modulator for RV topology 
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